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By LC-MS, we identified 638 unique peptides in an internet obtained Cerebrolysin sample which is claimed to have nootropic properties. No fragments of
known nootropic proteins are however identified and the reported biological effects are thus likely originating from peptides from other precursors than
BDNF, GDNF, NGF and CNTF. The added value of high resolution MS/MS, including ion mobility separation, is clearly demonstrated by the number of
identified peptides and unique sequences recovered compared to the other mass analyzers and acquisition techniques.
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� Cerebrolysin is a parenteral peptide preparation produced from porcine brain proteins and is globally available on the internet . Nevertheless, until
now, its exact chemical composition is unknown .

� The chemical composition of a product of this origin is very important for consistent quality, safety and efficacy , and seen the various contradictory
results reported about its content, this study aims to clarify its peptide composition using and comparing different LC-MS and data-treatment techniques

� HPLC-ESI/IT MS combined with pig protein database search.
� UHPLC- ESI/QTOF HDMS with 2 acquisition modes (data-dependent analysis (DDA) and data-independent analysis (DIA)) both with and without ion

mobility separation => 4 acquisitions; combined with database search and de-novo sequencing.
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UniProt access 
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Sequence %a

ACTS_PIG AVFPSIVGRP 2.6%
ACTS_PIG TEAPLNPK 9.0%

F1S263_PIG ELKSLEEEL 3.0%
I3LBD7_PIG LDKPIQEV 3.7%
I3LJE2_PIG DHVVPEPGTS 3.7%
K7GLT8_PIG KIPVGPETLG 2.6%

MBP_PIG FSWGAEGQKPG 3.1%
MBP_PIG SWGAEGQKPGFG 9.9%
TBB5_PIG HSLGGGTGSGMGT 3.7%
TBB5_PIG LVDLEPGTMDSV 4.2%

a Normalized MS/MS total ion current

mechanism of action results from hitherto unknown cryptic peptides


